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Abstract 
. r, 

Education in the United States has been severely lacking in one particular area: Culture. 

Although many teachers feel that their students' cultural education can be concentrated into one 

month of lessons, they are actually doing their students a disservice. Not only do students need to 

be taught about other cultures. they also need to feel that their culture is included within the 

standard curriculum. Cullurally Cinderella is a compilation of lessons. activities. teaching aids, 

and research primarily focusing on the book A1ufaro 's Beaut{fi.tl Daughters by John Steptoe. All 

components highlight the African culture. which will enable black students to learn about their 

history. and provide a responsive approach to teaching non-black students about the African 

civilization. Cullurally Cinderella includes the following components: A book talk for Ml{faro 's 

Beaut{ful Daughters; a read aloud of MI!faro 's Beautfful Daughters: an author analysis of John 

Steptoe; a three-part, multi-curricular lesson with accompanying examples; a video article on 

why cultural relevancy is important; and a reflective paper on how the project was created. 

http:Beaut{fi.tl
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I then moved on to the lesson plan. Originally. I was going to create a single-subject 

lesson. However, the more I wrote, the more I was inspired. I finally ended up writing a hybrid 

Language Arts/Social Studies lesson that focused on Compare and Contrast. as well as 

geographical/political aspects of Indiana. As I wrote. I specified which part of the day the lesson 

would best fit (Language Arts time versus Social Studies time). I brought the whole lesson 

together into a compare and contrast essay where the students are asked to compare Indiana and 

an African country. Along with the lesson, I also created examples of each of the tasks asked of 

the students. After viewing my lesson plan, Dr, Jones had a suggestion about creating a compare 

and contrast activity involving theme. literary elements. and characters. I thought this was a great 

idea. and added it to the first Languae Arts section. which focuses on the Cinderella stories. I 

created a worksheet, and completed an example for this task as well. 

The Author Analysis took me a little longer to do. I began by researching John Steptoe 

and writing the biography portion of the paper, as well as the connection portion. The connection 

was base on my own personal experience. so there was no real research involved. As for the 

biography portion, Steptoe only lived to be about thirty-six years old. Therefore, his biography 

was relatively short. It turns out that he died from a battle with AIDS. However, his work in 

children's literature still lives on in the minds and hearts of readers today. 

The next part I worked on was a little more difficult. Many of the books that Steptoe 

\\Tote himself are now out of print. Added to this dilemma. I found them on the Amazon 

shopping site only to click on the wrong shipping address. It took two weeks longer than 

expected to receive the books I need for my paper, Vv'hen I. at last. received the books, I read 

thought each of them, making note of any similar literary elements or themes. All but one of the 

books had characters of African decent. Congruently. all of the books I read for this project 

-
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seemed to focus on the themes of kindness and peace. Using this realization, I was able to 

compose the "Literary Elements and Theme" portion of my Author Analysis. 

Part of the original Author Analysis rubric I was given asks for sections on social justice 

and a summary of the essay. However. I felt like I addressed both of these topics in my "Personal 

Connections"" section, so I relabeled it "Social Justice"". I also added a few more lines on how 

Steptoe's work can influence the students of today, as well as generations of students to come. 

OveralL I believe this project was an excellent learning experience for me. I have written 

lesson plans before, but this one challenged me to become open to new ideas and teaching 

strategies. It also tested my ability to create cohesive, collaborative lessons across multiple 

subjects. Now that I have finished this project, I am excited for the future. I have feel better 

prepared not only to create lessons, but to take on the ultimate challenge of teaching my own 

class one day. 

-
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Alexandra Buck 
Author Analysis 
HONRS 499 
Darolyn Jones 
25 June 2014 

Steppin' Up 

BIOGRAPHY 

Many people throughout the world were read to as children. Countless children curled up 

to their mothers and fathers under mounds of blankets. Others situated themselves on the carpet 

as aging women with horned-rimmed glasses told them tales in buildings full of books. Whether 

read to in bed or in a library, plenty of people have a children's book that is close to their heart. 

In my case, I was much older when this particular book plucked my heartstrings. lviufaro 's 

BeautfriLI Daughters is an elegantly \\Titten and illustrated African Cinderella tale that shows that 

kindness always prevails. However, this story is most remarkable not for its culture and 

cohesion, but for it's author/illustrator. 

John Lewis Steptoe born September 14, 1950 - began drawing at an early age. 

Although he lived in Brooklyn, he attended the High School of Art and Design in Manhattan. He 

went on to study art with both the HARYOU-ACT Art Program and Vermont Academy. At the 

age of 16, Steptoe wrote and illustrated his first book, Stevie. By 1969, Steptoe was nationally 

recognized for Stevie when it appeared in entirety - in Life Magazine (Harper Collins 

Publishers. 2014). 

In totality, Steptoe illustrated fifteen books - ten of which he wrote himself. Among them 

are Mufaro's Beauf({ul Daughters, The Story (!{Jumping Mouse: A Native American Legend, 

Daddy is a Monster ... Sometimes, and Birthday (Good Reads, 2014). Not surprisingly, Steptoe 

won numerous awards for many of his books. These include, but are not limited to, The 

Caldecott Award, The Coretta Scott King Award for lllustration. numerous ALA Notable Book -
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distinctions. The Reading Rainbow Highlighted Book certification, as well as the 1989 Milner 

Award for favorite author of Atlanta schoolchildren (The Estate of John Steptoe, 2014). 

Although Steptoe was extremely successful, his career was cut short, On August 28. 

1989. at St. Luke's Hospital in Manhattan, Steptoe succumbed to his long battle with AIDS. He 

was thirty-eight years old (Fowler. 1989). Although the literary world took a blow that day, 

Steptoe's spirit lives on through the illustrations and the stories he was able to show the world. 

BOOKS 

Although he did not live a long life. John Steptoe was able to create brilliantly scripted 

and colorful works for people to enjoy around the world. Steptoe did not ~Tite many books, but 

the ones he did write were magical. 

A1u{aro 's Beautiful Daughters 

This book is an African folklore version of the popular Cinderella tale originated by the 

Grimm Brothers. It tells the story of two sisters Nyasha is kind and hardworking and Manyara 

who is spiteful and conceited. Upon hearing a decree that the king of their land was in search of a 

wife, the two sisters venture out toward the kingdom. On the way. mysterious voices and 

mythical creates test both girls. Will gentle Nyasha in the king's affections, or will Manyara 

charm him away? Find out in this stunningly illustrated tale found in any bookstore or local 

library. 

Stevie is annoying. He muddies Bobby's bed, he plays with Bobby's things, and worst of 

alL he lives in Bobby's house. While Stevie's mother is away, Bobby and his mother must look 

after the pest. It would not be as bad, if Stevie just left Bobby alone. Yet, Bobby's mom wants 

the two boys to hang out together. Maybe if Stevie were older. .. Maybe ifhe had his own toys ... 

-
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Maybe then Bobby would like Stevie. But Stevie isn't older, and he doesn't have his own toys. 


Will Bobby ever be able to look past Stevie's faults and find the good? Discover the truth in John 


Steptoe's debut book. Sterie. 


The Slor}' o(Jumping Mouse: A Native American Legend 


This black and white tale illustrates the story of a mouse on a mission. Upon hearing 

about the fabulous and beautiful Far Off Land, a young mouse decides to go in search of it. 

Along the way. he meets a Magic Frog, who gives him the special power to jump to incredible 

heights and speeds. Along the way, Jumping Mouse encounters many challenges including a 

snake. a blind bison. and a smell-impaired wolf. Will Jumping Mouse make it to the Far Off 

Land. or will the challenges make him lose hope? Read .Iohn Steptoe's The Slory 0.(Jumping 

Mouse: A Native American Tale to find out! 

Daddv is a Monster ... Sometimes 

Daddy is mean ... Sometimes... Or at least that is how Bweela and Javaka see him. 

Daddy turns into a monster sometimes at night when Bweela and Javaka only \vant a glass of 

water after the lights are out. Daddy is a monster sometimes when they are at a restaurant and 

Bweela and Javaka are only having fun with their food. Daddy is a monster sometimes when 

Bweela and Javakajust want to be messy or get loud. How does Daddy become a monster, and is 

there a way to prevent it? Uncover the secret in John Steptoe's Daddy is a Monsler ... Sometimes. 

Birthdav 

Today is .Tavaka Shatu's eighth birthday, and he knows it is going to be a great day! He is 

the first-born child of the town ofYoruba. The older people of the town created Yoruba after 

facing persecution in America. Everyone in to\\1'11 has gathered to celebrate Javaka's eighth 

birthday. Friends. music and food -lots of food - permeate Javaka's household. Birthday is a 

-
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great story of love and community that is sure to leave readers inspired to create peace and 

happiness in their own neighborhoods. 

THEMES AND LITERARY ELEMENTS 

The most common literary elements about Steptoe's books (besides The Story ofJumping 

Mouse (LauraJo. 2013), is that all of the characters are black. Normally, the skin color of the 

characters would not be an earth-shattering literary device. Yet. there are so few books about 

people of African decent that the characters' skin color becomes an important element. 

Another important literary element that arises in Birthday (1972). Sterie (1969). and 

Daddy is a Monster ... Sometimes (1980) is the use oflanguage. The characters of these books 

use a dialect common of African American speakers. which brings a believability and humanness 

to the characters. Phrases such as "The food was boss ... ·· and "But why I gotta take him 

everyvvhere I go"" are two such examples of this dialect (Steptoe. 1927. p. 24: Steptoe, 1969 p. 

8). 

In terms of theme. kindness seems to be the most prevalent message. In Mufaro 's 

BeaU1~ful Daughters (1987). Nyasha is chosen to be the King's bride because of her kindness 

toward others 'VI'ho were less fortunate than her. In a similar way. Jumping Mouse was 

transformed into an eagle as a reward for his kindness tmvard other struggling animals he came 

across on his journey (LaruaJo, 2013). Birlhday (1972) shows readers that peace and community 

are the keys to a thriving neighborhood. Sterie (1969) demonstrates how guilty Robert is once 

Stevie moves. He wishes he had been kinder to Stevie, so that Robert would not feel like he took 

his time with Stevie for granted. Finally, both children and father realize that gentleness and 

obedience go a long way toward a happy relationship in Aiy Daddy is a Monster ... Sometimes 

(Steptoe. 1980). 

-
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I think the reason that black characters and kindness are so important in Steptoe's books 

is because of the time period he lived in. Stevie was published in 1969. a few years after the Civil 

Rights bill was passed into la\v. The nation was in a transition from seeing black people as 

inferior to seeing them as equals. Steptoe's books remind readers that the color of a person's skin 

does not matter. All people have the same feelings. and all people have the capacity for great 

selflessness and sacrifice. 

SOCIAL JUSTICE 

I was first introduced to Steptoe and Ml{faro 's Beauttfu! Daughters when I was about six 

years old. I had come home from Kindergarten, and was watching Reading Rainbow with Levar 

Burton. M1{faro 's Beaut{ful Daughters had been the story of the day. I instantly fell in love with 

all of the pictures and colors of the book. It also helped that I was deeply fond ofDisney's 

Cinderella. I remember enjoying the story a Jot, but I did not pick it back up until I was in 

college. 

For one of my Reading Education classes, I was assigned to an elementary school in 

Muncie, Indiana. to help a student improve reading skills. The student was an African American 

second-grader. As soon as I found out she was a little girl who loved to dress up - I was 

ecstatic! I had also loved to dress up and pretend I was a princess or a fairy at that age. I instantly 

gathered all the books that I had loved as a child, and brought them to the school so that she and I 

could read them together. However. as I watched her look at my pile, I noticed that she had a sad 

look on her face. Suddenly. it hit me: All of the princesses were white! None of the stories I had 

brought had any African Americans at all! 

The next day. I went on a quest to find princess stories featuring black female 

protagonists. At first. the only book I could find that would even remotely reach her interest level 

-
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was a story about Wilma Rudolf, which was far above her reading level. Just when I was about 

to give up hope. I was reminded of that one story from Reading Rainbow that I had liked so 

much: Mufaro 's Beaul~ful Daughters. 

It was perfect! Not only was it about a princess. she was also dark-skinned like my 

student. As soon as I told her that the book was a twist on the story of Cinderella, her face lit up 

in eager excitement. Although it was great being able to watch her read something she could 

relate to. I felt a\\ful knowing that she would have problems finding similar books in the future. 

This leads me into why I believe books by John Steptoe should be in every classroom. 

I believe that Steptoe' s books should be in every classroom because he makes identifying 

with characters accessible with African American students. Congruently, his books add an 

African American voice in the literary world that readers of non-African decent can connect with 

as well. Steptoe's books give the genre of children's literature a depth that has been blatantly 

forgotten and ignored for the majority of children's literary history. It is my goal to bring this 

kind of range into my classroom. so that my students can have a well-rounded reading 

background that they will be able to share with others. 

-
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YOUTUBE LINKS 

Link to Mufaro"s Beautiful Daughter's Read Aloud: 

http://v.'ww. voutube.com/watch?v=pXPV3 5dah8I 

Link to Miss Buck"s Book Babble (Book Trailer): 

https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=QlwBDlXzp14 

-
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Name: Alexandra Buck Thesis Advisor: Darolyn Jones 

Date: July 17,2014 Subjects: Language Arts and Social Studies 

Grade: Fourth Lesson: Compare and contrast 

Standards: 
The Writimr Process 4.W.4 Apply the writing process to-

Generate a draft by developing, selecting and organizing ideas relevant to topic, 
purpose, and genre: revise to improve writing. using appropriate reference materials (e.g., 
quality of ideas, organization. sentence fluency. word choice); edit writing for format and 
conventions (e.g., spelling, capitalization. usage, punctuation). 
~ Use technology to interact and collaborate with others to publish legible documents. 

The Research Process: Finding. Assessing. Synthesizing. and Reporting Information 4.W.5 
Conduct short research on a topic. 

- Identify a specific question to address (e.g., What is the history of the Indy SOO?). 
=Use organizational features of print and digital sources to efficiently to locate further 
information. 
-. Determine the reliability of the sources. 
" Summarize and organize information in their own words. giving credit to the source. 
~ Present the research information. choosing from a variety of formats. 

Functions of Government 4.2.4 
Identify major state offices, the duties and powers associated with them, and how 
they are chosen, such as by election or appointment. Examples: Governor, lieutenant 
governor, chief justice, state senators and state representatives. 

Places and Regions 4.3.3 
- Locate Indiana on a map as one of the 50 United States. Identif)r and describe the 
location of the state capital, major cities and rivers in Indiana. 

- Map and describe the physical regions of Indiana and identify major natural resources 
and crop regions. Examples: Northern Lakes and Moraines, Central Till Plain and 
Southern Lowlands 

Materials: Venn Diagram worksheets, Miss Buck's Book Babble 
(https:/!\,vww.voutube.com/\\'atch?v=Ql wBDIXzpt4), Cinderella by Evelyn Andreas,A1ufaro 's 
Beautfful Daughters by John Steptoe, sticky notes, dry erase boards, dry erase markers, Resource 
List pages, African Country fact sheets, Indiana fact sheets, apple. orange, name strips of African 
countries, bowL Texas Example sheet. 

Introduction: Good morning boys and girls! I hope everyone had a fantastic weekend! This 

- week during Language Arts and Social Studies time, we will be comparing and contrasting. 

https:/!\,vww.voutube.com/\\'atch?v=Ql
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• 	 NEW ll\FROMA TION: Explain the meanings of compare and contrast. 
o 	 When comparing two or more things, a person looks for the similarities and 

differences between them. 
o 	 When aspects of the objects contrast, it means that those aspects are not similar to 

one another. 
• 	 Demonstrate compare and contrast by naming a few similarities and differences between 

an apple and an orange. (Ex: They are both fruit. The apple is smooth. ""'hiIe the orange is 
bumpy) 

• 	 Ask the students to continue naming similarities and differences between the two fruits. 

Procedure: 
The Cinderella Tales (Language Arts time) 

• 	 Ask the students to take out their sticky note pads, dry erase boards, and pencils. 
• 	 Take out Cinderella by Evelyn Andreas. 

o 	 "While I read this to you, I want you all to jot down things that you might 
remember from stories of Cinderella that you might have heard already. Also, 
""Tite dOv>'-l1 anything you find interesting, as well as any questions you have. After 
you have written a note. stick the note on the left side of your dry-erase boards:' 

• 	 Read Cinderella by Evelyn Andreas. 
o 	 Pause every few pages to make sure the students are keeping up while they are 

writing. 
o 	 Ask predicting questions such as, "Will Cinderella find a dress in timeT and 

"How do you think the Prince will know who Cinderella isT 
• 	 Using their dry erase boards, have the students draw a line that separates the note side 

from the blank side. The blank side will be used for the second book 
o 	 "Now class, we are going to read one of my favorite books. It is call Mu/aro 's 

Beau1tful Daughters. Let's take a look at this weeks "Book Babble" to find out 
more about it. 

• 	 Show Mufaro's Beaul(ful Daughters "Book Babble". 

(https:/\\\\w.voutube.com/watch?v=Q1wBDIXzpt4) 


• 	 "Now class, we are going to read ,\1ufaro's Beautiful Daughters. Just as you did with 
Cinderella, write down notes about the story that are interesting to you or that you have 
questions about:' 

• 	 Read Mufaro's BeautVul Daughters. 
o 	 Pause every few pages to make sure the students are keeping up while they are 

writing. 
o 	 Ask predicting questions such as, "What continent are they inT and "Why did 

Manyara see a monsterT' 
• 	 Have the students go back to their seats. Pass out the Venn Diagram sheets (found on 

page 1 in the Appendix). 
• 	 Write or refer to the words "Compare and Contrast" on the board. Have the students 

reiterate (in their own words) what they mean. 
• 	 Draw a Venn Diagram on the board. Label one circle "Cinderella" and the other 

"Mufaro's Beaul(ful Daughters" (hereafter . .MBD). The overlapping section should be - labeled as "Both .. (students should label their diagrams like\vise). 

https:/\\\\w.voutube.com/watch?v=Q1wBDIXzpt4
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• 	 Explain how aspects of the books that are similar should be put in the ""Both" section. 
Aspects that only belongs to one of the books, and not the other should be put in their 
respective circles. "AIBD takes place in Africa, so Africa should go in the AIBD circle." 

• 	 Using the Venn Diagram sheets have the students compare and contrast Cinderella and 
JHBD. 

• 	 CHECK UNDERSTANDING: Check to see that students have five things listed in each 
circle excluding the examples the class did together. 

• 	 EXTENSION: When students are finished with their diagrams. have them complete the 
Split Decision (located on pages 6-8 of the Appendix). Using Cinderella by Evelyn 
Andreas. AIDB by John Steptoe, and their Venn Diagrams have the students compare 
literary elements such as plot. theme. and characters from each of the books. 

o 	 Each literary element will have its own rectangle. 
o 	 If the elements are the same for each book. write a word(s) or draw a picture of 

the element using the whole rectangle. 
o 	 If the element is different. draw a vertical line down the center of the rectangle. 

and \\Tite a word(s) or draw a picture using the coordinating side of the rectangle. 

Afi'ica I"s. Indiana (Social Studies Time) 
• 	 Show topographical maps of Africa and the United States side by side. 
• 	 Draw a Venn Diagram on the chalk board next to the maps. 
• 	 Remind the students of the Compare and Contrast exercise done with Cinderella and 

AIBD. 
• 	 PRIOR KNOWLEDGE: Ask students to about what they know about the climates of 

both Africa and the United States. Put their answers in the Venn Diagram. (Examples: 
The United States has lost of different climates - typically mild. The African climate is 
typically very hot.) 

• 	 Have the students make comparisons between the geography of the United States and 
Africa using the topographical map. (Examples: The United States has a few deserts 
while Africa has many. Both the United States and Africa have mountain ranges.) 

• 	 Pass out the Indiana Fact sheets (pg. 1 in the Appendix). the African Country Fact sheets 
(pg. 3 in the Appendix), and the Resource List pages (pg. 4 in the Appendix). 

• 	 Infonn the students that they will be comparing Indiana to a country in Africa. To do so. 
they will utilize internet resources to find the answers to the questions listed on the 
sheets. 

• 	 Go around the room, and allow students choose an African country name slip from a 
bo\\.:1. The name of the country on the slip is the country the students will compare with 
Indiana. 

• 	 Infonn the students that they should write down any websites the gather information from 
on their Resource Lists. 

• 	 Use Texas Fact sheet (pg. 5 in the Appendix) and an extra Resource List to demonstrate 
how the students should record their information. (When finished, students should have at 
least 5 resources listed) 

• 	 Allow students time to use the computers to research Indiana and their African country. 
Walk around the computers to make sure all students are on task, and that they are not 

-	 having trouble. 
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• 	 At the end of each research session (or when the students are finished with their fact 
sheets) have the students put the sheets in the Language Arts folders. 

Compare and Contrast Essav (Language Arts time) 
• 	 Once everyone has finished both fact sheets introduce the final stage of the unit: The 

Essay. 
• 	 The students are to take the information they gathered from both sheets and compare and 

contrast Indiana with the African country they researched. 
• 	 Student essays should have a title, an introduction (a creative beginning that ends with a 

topic sentence about what the essay will be about), seven body paragraphs (one for each 
section on their fact sheets), and a conclusion paragraph (a closing summary of their 
essay). 

• 	 Students should \\Tite a hand-written draft before typing their final draft on the computer. 
• 	 When finished with their essays. students should tum their essays. as well as their 


Resource Lists, into the Mission Accomplished box. 


-
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Evaluation: Below is a rubric for the evaluation of the Compare and Contrast essays . 

Distinguished Good Poor Unsatisfactory
• 

7pts 
I 

5pts 3pts Opts 
Overall Essay: Essay has a title, ! Essay has a title Essay has a title Essay has no 
Title, spelling. is free of spelling and 1 spelling and 6-10 spelling title. Essay has 
grammar, and and grammar andior grammar andior grammar 11 or more 
Resource List. errors, and has mistakes. The mistakes. The spelling andlor 

five or more Resource List Resource List grammar 
resources listed has five has four to one mistakes. 
on their Resource resources listed. resources listed. Resource List 
List. has no resources 

listed. 
Introduction Introduction is Introduction is Introduction is An introduction 

seven or more four to six two to three is not present in 
sentences long. sentences long. sentences long. the essay. 
A topic sentence A topic sentence As topic sentence 
referring to the is present, and is present but 
companson references does not refer to 
between both Indiana and an Indiana andlor an 
Indiana and an African country, African country 
African country but does not refer nor a companson 
is present. to a comparison between the two. 

between the two. 
Body Seven or more Five to six Two to four One or fewer 

paragraphs are paragraphs are paragraphs are paragraphs are 
present. All present. At least present. At least present. None of 
seven paragraphs four of the five to one of the two to the paragraphs 
comment on the six paragraphs four paragraphs comment on the 
similarities and comment on the comment on the similarities and 
differences similarities and similarities and differences 
between Indiana differences differences between Indiana 
and the African between Indiana between Indiana and the African 
country. and the African and the African country. 

country. . country. 
Conclusion Conclusion is Conclusion is Conclusion is A conclusion is 

seven or more four to six two to three not present in the 
sentences long. sentences long. sentences long. essay. 
Conclusion Conclusion Conclusion 
refers to all refers to at least refers to at least 
points made in four points made one point made 
the body portion in the body in the body 
of the essay. portion of the portion of the 

essay. essay. 
Totals: 

Totalffotal possible: __----'-'=/2=8'-- Percent (%) out of 100 percent:____---'I-""l-"O-"O-'-%!!....o 
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Name: 

Indiana Fact Sheet 

Who is in charge? What is his or her title? 

What is the capital of Indiana? 


What is Indiana's climate? 


Name two resources found in Indiana. 


What is the latitude and longitude of Indiana? 

Latitude: Longitude: _________ 


Are there any major rivers in Indiana? If so, name them. 

r ~ 

Name t\VO other nlajor natural landmarks in Indiana (nlountains, deserts, 
lakes, etc). 

Page 2 

Name: 



-----------------------
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African Country Fact Sheet 

Name of African Country:__________ 

Who is in charge? What is his or her title? 

What is the capital of your country? 


What is your country's climate? 


N arne two resources found in your country. 


Wbat is the latitude and longitude ofyour country? 
Latitude: Longitude: _____ 

Are there any major rivers in your country? If so, name them. 

Name two other major natural landmarks in country (mountains, deserts, 
lakes, etc). 

Page 3 

Name: 

-
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Resource List 

Example: www.exan1ple.com 
Infonnation found: Texas capital 

1. ___________________________________________________ 
Infonnation 
found: 

2. 
Infonnation 
found: 

3. 
Information 
found: 

4. ___________________________________________________ 
Infonnation 
found: 

5. 
Information 

Page 4 

-
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Name: Alex Buck --.::.....::=-:::..;:..::.....::=.....=..::...:=---

Texas Fact Sheet 

Who is in charge? What is his or her title? 
Rick Perry is in charge. 
He is the Texas governor. 

What is the capital of Texas? 
Austin is the capital of Texas. 

What is Texas' climate? 
Texas has a very dry., hot climate. 

Name two resources found in Texas. 
Fossil Fuels and precious metals 

What is the latitude and longitude of Texas? 

Latitude: 31 degrees North Longitude: 100 degrees West 


Are there any major rivers in Texas? If so, name them. 

Yes: Rio Grande, Colorado, Red, Brazos, Trinity, Canadian, Neches, 

Sabine, San Jacinto, Pesos, Nueces., Guadalupe, and San Antonio. 


Name two other major natural landmarks in Indiana (mountains, deserts, 
lakes, etc). 

The Guadalupe Mountains and The Chihuahua Desert 

Page 5 

-
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Split Decision 
For each literary element listed below, compare and contrast Cinderella by Evelyn 

Andreas and Mufaro's Beaut~ful Daughters by John Steptoe. If the elements are the same for 
each book, write a word(s) or draw a picture of the element using the whole rectangle. If the 
element is different, draw a vertical line down the center of the rectangle, and write a word(s) or 
draw a picture using the coordinating side of the rectangle. 

Examples: 
Main Character Appearance 

Nyasha Cinderella 
Pale skin Dark skin 
Straight, long, blonde hair Dark. short, curly hair 

About 15-17 years old About 20-21 years old 

• 

Mufaro 's Beau/tfu! Daughters Cinderella 

Genre 

Fiction 


Mufaro 's Beau/tfid Daughters Cinderella 

- Page 6 
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Mufaro 's Beauttlul Daughters Cinderella 

Plot 

Mufaro 's Beaut{ful Daughters Cinderella 

"Sister" Characters 

A1ufa1'o 's BeaUltfill Daughters Cinderella 

l)age 7 

-
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Theme 

Alufaro 's Beaut[fi.J! Daughters Cinderella 

"Prince" Character 

Mtffaro 's Beaul[fi.J! Daughters Cinderella 

Page 8 -
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Name: Alex Buck 
-~;..;;;..;;;..;."'-='--===-------

Texas Fact Sheet 

Who is in charge? What is his or her title? 
'-' 

Rick Perry is in charge. 

He is the Texas governor. 


What is the capital of Texas? 
Austin is the capital of Texas. 

What is Texas' climate? 
Texas has a very dry, hot climate. 

Name two resources found in Texas. 
Fossil Fuels and precious metals 

What is the latitude and longitude of Texas? 

Latitude: 31 degrees North Longitude: 100 degrees West 


Are there any major rivers in Texas? If so, name them. 

Yes: Rio Grande, Colorado, Red, Brazos, Trinity, Canadian, Neches, 

Sabine, San Jacinto, Pesos, Nueces, Guadalupe, and San Antonio. 


Name two other major natural landmarks in Indiana (mountains, deserts, 
lakes, etc). 

The Guadalupe Mountains and The Chihuahua Desert 

-
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Name: Alex Buck 

Saudi Arabian Fact Sheet 

Who is in charge? What is his or her title? 
Abdullah bin Abdul-Aziz is the King of Saudi Arabia. 

What is the capital ofyour country? 

The capital of Saudi Arabia is Riyadh. 


What is your country's climate? 

Saudi Arabia is a very dry, desert country with no permanent lakes or 


Name two resources found in your country. 
Fossil fuels and subterranean water 

What is the latitude and longitude of your country? 

Latitude: 25 degrees North Longitude: 45 degrees East 


Are there any major rivers in your country? If so, name them. 

No. 


Name two other major natural landmarks in country (ITIountains, deserts, 

lakes, etc). 

The An-Nafud and the Rub' Al Khali deserts. 
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Name: Alex Buck 
----~~~~----

Resource List 

EXalTIple: www.example.com 
Infonnation found: Texas capital 

1. https:IIVv'\vw.cia.gov/librarv/publicationslthe-world-factbook/geos/sa.html 
Infonnation found: Saudi Arabian capital and geographical coordinates 

2. http://W\v\v.saudiembassy.net 
Inforn1ation found: Name of Saudi Arabian King and climate 

3.http://\\~vw.worldatlas.coln/webimage/countrys/asialsaudiarabialsama 

Information found: Names of deserts in Saudi Arabia. 

4. http://Q:ovemoLstate.tx.us/ 
Infonnation found: Governor of Texas 

==~==~~~~---------------------------

5. http://traveltips.usatoday.com/list-texas-natural-resources-61589 .html 
Infonnation found: Texas natural resources. 

6. http://~v.mapsofworld.com/usalstatesltexas/lat-long.htm] 
Infonnation found: Latitude and longitude of Texas 

7. http://w.\v.W.enchanted]eaminQ:.com/usai states/texaslrivers/ 
Infonnation found: Major rivers in Texas 

-


http://w.\v.W.enchanted]eaminQ:.com/usai
http://~v.mapsofworld.com/usalstatesltexas/lat-long.htm
http://traveltips.usatoday.com/list-texas-natural-resources-61589
http:http://Q:ovemoLstate.tx.us
http:http://W\v\v.saudiembassy.net
https:IIVv'\vw.cia.gov/librarv/publicationslthe-world-factbook/geos/sa.html
http:www.example.com
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Alexandra Buck 
Compare and Contrast Essay 
Language Arts and Social Studies 
Darolyn Jones 
29 July 2014 

Oil Slick 

A little as two hundred years ago. gas-powered cars did not exist. Now, they clog every 

street and highway all over the world. Automobiles of all makes and models have almost become 

a household necessity in every industrialized land. Furthermore. transportation vehicles of all 

kinds have used petroleum-based products at one point or another for power. Two of the biggest 

producers of these products are Texas and Saudi Arabia. Between the two municipalities, the 

world is gassed up and ready to hit the road! Although Texas and Saudi Arabia are in opposite 

parts of the world, they share more things in common than most people would realize. 

As mentioned earlier, both Texas and Saudi Arabia export fossil fuels as a natural 

resource. The fossil fuels are found underground, and drawn up to create gasoline and other 

petroleum-based products. Petroleum-based products can range anywhere from plastic bottles to 

lipstick! Gasoline has many uses as well. Not only can it power a car, it can also heat a house. 

Although Texas and Saudi Arabia have one natural resource in common, their other 

natural resources vary differently. For instance, Texas is also a large exporter of precious metals. 

Gold and silver are the two most common. Meanwhile. Saudi Arabia's second largest resource is 

subterranean water. The water is dra\vn up from aquifers, and then used as the country's main 

water suppl y. 

On the subject of water. Texas has numerous rivers running through it. These rivers 

include the Rio Grande. Colorado River, Red River, Brazos River, Trinity River, Canadian 

River, Neches River, Sabine River, San Jacinto River, Pesos River, Nueces River, Guadalupe 

River, and San Antonio River. Saudi Arabia, on the other hand. has absolutely no fresh water at -
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all. It borders the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf - both of which are saltwater. This is the reason 

Saudi Arabia keeps the subterranean water. Without it, the people would have no fresh water to 

drink. 

Although Saudi Arabia does not have any fresh water, territories possess deserts. Texas 

has a desert called the Chihuahua Desert. It is located in the western part of Texas. Saudi Arabia 

has two major deserts running through the whole country. The An-Nafud Desert is in the 

northern part of Saudi Arabia above the Tropic of Cancer. The Rub' Al Khali desert is located 

in southern Saudi Arabia. 

Texas and Saudi Arabia have similar climates. Both areas are extremely hot and dry. 

They each receive little rainfall if at all. This is most likely due to their similar lines of latitude. 

Texas is thirty-one degrees North of the Equator, while Saudi Arabia is twenty-five degrees 

North of it. Because both areas are so close to the Equator, they experience a lot of intense 

sunlight. This makes moisture in the air evaporate quicker than it would in a place farther away 

from the Equator. 

Texas and Saudi Arabia though similar in many ways - have very different forms of 

government. Texas is a state located in the larger country of the United States of America. It is a 

democratic republic governed by President Barack Obama. Texas also has a state government, 

overseen by governor Rick Perry. Every few years voting takes place to either re-elect or replace 

the current governor/president. 

Meanwhile. Saudi Arabia is a monarchy. It is ruled by King Abdullah bin Abdul-Aziz. 

Because he is king, he will be king until he dies or until he abdicates his throne. If either of these 

things happen. a member of his family will succeed him. King Abdullah bin Abdul-Aziz has 

been king since August 1,2005. 
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In conclusion, Texas and Saudi Arabia may be alike in many ways, but a few differences 

exist among them. For example, Texas has many rivers while Saudi Arabia has no fresh water. 

Although it has no fresh water. Saudi Arabia uses subterranean water from aquifers to hydrate 

the country, which makes it an invaluable resource. Texas does not use subterranean water. but it 

does go underground to excavate precious metals such as gold and silver. However, both Saudi 

Arabia and Texas are exporters of fossil fuels. Also, Texas and Saudi Arabia are both dry and 

hOL because they are close to the Equator. Finally. although they are similar in many ways, Saudi 

Arabia and Texas have different governments. A king rules Saudi Arabia, while a president and a 

governor rule Texas. Texas and Saudi Arabia are in different parts of the world and have a lot of 

different aspects about them, but they are both locales on Earth that house people with hopes and 

dreams. Perhaps that is the truest and best similarity between all nations. 

-
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Split Decision 
For each literary element listed below, compare and contrast Cinderella by Evelyn 

Andreas and Mufaro's Beaut?ful Daughters by John Steptoe. If the elements are the same for 
each book, write a word(s) or draw a picture of the element using the whole rectangle. If the 
element is different draw a vertical line down the center of the rectangle. and wTite a word(s) or 
draw a picture using the coordinating side of the rectangle. 

Examples: 
Main Character Appearance 

Nyasha 
Dark skin 
Dark, short, curly hair 
About 15-17 years old 

Cinderella 
Pale skin 
Straight, long, blonde hair 
About 20-21 years old 

I 
Mufaro 's Beauttful Daughters Cinderella 

Genre 

Fiction 


Alufaro 's Beauttfill Daughters Cinderella 

-
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Settin 

African Village and Kingdom European Village Kingdom 
IndustrializedJungle 

AIl~faro 's Beauttiul Daughters Cinderella 

Plot 

Nyasha cares for a snake in her garden 
The king invites all eligible women to the 
kingdom so he can choose a wife 
Manyara sets out on her own and handles 
challenges poorly 
Nyasha faces the same challenges \\'ith 
grace and humility 
Manyara is frightened off by a monstrous 
serpent 
Nyasha discovers the King is Nyoka 
Nyasha and Nyoka marry 

Cinderella is a servant to her stepmother 
and stepsisters 
All are invited to a royal ball so the prince 
can choose a wife 
Cinderella cannot go because she only has 
rags to wear 
A fairy godmother grants Cinderella' s 
\yish, and gives her a ball gown and a 
carnage 
The prince and Cinderella fall in love 
Cinderella rushes out of the palace. leaving 
a shoe behind 
The prince searches the kingdom for 
Cinderella 
At last he finds her. and puts the shoe on 
her foot 
The prince and Cinderella marry 

Mufaro 's Beauttfid Daughters Cinderella 

"Sister" Characters 

Manyara and the Ugly Stepsisters 
Mean to nice sister 

I :_ ~:~;! "in King/prince"s heart 
... Ultimately fail in their goal 

A1ufaro's Beaut{ful Daughters Cinderella 

-
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Theme 

-
What goes around comes around. 

Bitterness breeds bitterness, while kindness begets more kindness. 

Mufaro 's Beaut~fu! Daughters Cinderella 

"Prince" Character 
Nyoka 

Magical powers (able to change fOIm) 
A snake 
Technically a king 
Dark skin 
Dark curly hair 
Chooses wife based on her kindness and 
beauty 

Prince 
Son ofa king 
Pale skin 
Long, brown hair 
Visits every house in the kingdom to try to 
find the woman of his dreams 
Chooses wife based on her beauty, 
sweetness, and shoe size 

Mufaro 's Beautffu! Daughters Cinderella 

-
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Alexandra Buck 
Culturally Responsive Teaching Article 
HONRS499 
Darolyn Jones 
6 August 2014 

Culturally Cinderella 

Some good teachers are creative. Some good teachers are versatile. Great teachers are 

both. In today's educational arena, the more differentiation and imagination teachers puts into 

their lessons, the more each child will absorb. They key. however, is ensuring that the 

differentiation and imagination are culturally relevant to the student. 

In laymen's terms, cultural relevancy means that lesson content needs to be relatable to 

students. For example, a student who lives in rural Alaska may not necessarily know what a 

lizard is off-hand. Therefore. the teacher might have to relate it to something familiar to the 

child. such as a fish. In this way, the student can make pertinent connections from the lesson to 

his or her life. 

The idea of cultural relevancy in the United States is more important in today's society 

than it has been in recent decades. More ethnicities. family structures, and religions are being 

brought together within every school system. It is up to the teacher to make sure that no maner 

the lesson all students can make a connection to their lives. 

One way to achieve relevancy is through reading children' s books. During my junior year 

of college. I took a Children's Literature course. My professor, Dr. Darolyn Jones, would share 

and read books to us every so often to show us the versatility of children's stories. She showed 

us stories we could use to teach about Mathematics, animals. puberty, colors, and even death. 

However. the book that stood out in my mind was The Rough-Face Girl by Rafe Martin. The 

Rough-Face Girl is a Native American version of the classic Grimm Brothers' Cinderella. Dr. 

Jones showed us that this book was not only a familiar pathway into another culture; it also-
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contained characters that Native American students could relate to. They had the same culture 

and values. Not to mention, the characters were similar in appearance to Native American 

students. 

That semester, we went on to learn how it is important for all students to see themselves 

in literature, so that they might obtain a deeper understanding and love of literature. I took the 

lesson to heart. but I did not fully understand it until I was in a Teaching of Reading class. 

For my assignment, I was paired with an African American girl in second grade. She was 

girly and loved sparkles, but was also an athlete. Because of this, I thought it would be fun to 

read some books together about African American athletes and heroines. Unfortunately, most 

books I found on the two subjects depicted white females. Inspiration finally struck after a friend 

of mine visited a culturally relative book fair. where she purchased John Steptoe's Alufaro's 

Beaut(fil! Daughters. My student loved it! 

I eventually chose to create my thesis around Alufaro 's Beaut[fii! Daughters. The fable is 

culturally relevant to African American females and historical contexts alike. Also. in my 

opinion. it has a more empowering message for all children than the original Cinderella. 

Whereas the original focused more on physical appearances, Mufaro 's Beaut(fil! Daughters 

teaches readers that the best policies for living are kindness and generosity. 

This brings me to my point: Isn't that what we should be teaching our children anyway? 

Cultural relevancy is not for promoting one race over another. Rather. it provides a gateway for 

all learners to engage and experience new ideas and individuals on a level playing field. After alL 

every child deserves to see his or herself as a hero. 

-




NOTE: The article and accompanying volg will appear in L~e Fall 2015 edition of the Rethinking 
Children's Lirerature app. 

-



